Survey Overview & Instructions
Completing the Rapid Initial Assessment (RIA) is the first step to understanding your company’s
readiness for Global Dialogue on Seafood Traceability (GDST) implementation. It helps you assess
your company’s current traceability technology and practices, and (in a preliminary way) those of
your supply chain partners. A designated person on your staff completes the survey in consultation with other appropriate staff, using existing knowledge within your company. Completion of this
survey provides a basis for planning the next steps in the GDST implementation roadmap process
and also helps educate your internal teams. Additionally, the RIA is a good basis for consultations
with the GDST Secretariat. Please contact the GDST Secretariat for assistance if needed:
info@traceability-dialogue.org .
This survey consists of five parts:
Part I – Basic Supply Chain Characteristics -- This section asks some basic questions about
characteristics of your supply chain that may be relevant for understanding GDST implementation
opportunities and challenges. You should be able to complete these questions based on the current
knowledge of people within your company who are familiar with your suppliers and supply chain
management.
Part II – Questions for Retailers -- This section consists of a subset of questions that are specific to
the retail sector of the seafood industry. Please skip this section if it does not apply to your company.
Part III – Current Traceability Systems -- This section asks some basic questions about your
company’s current traceability technology and practices. It requires gathering information from
persons with good technical knowledge about your IT and data management systems.
Part IV – Key Data Elements (KDEs) -- This section asks which KDEs you currently receive or
believe are collected by your suppliers.
Part V – Goals, Opportunities, Challenges -- This section is intended to help you organize thinking
within your company about key goals, opportunities, or pain points you are experiencing with your
current traceability systems or may experience when implementing GDST standards.

Please open and save this file using Adobe Acrobat Reader. This program is preloaded on many computers.
It can also be downloaded for free via the following link: https://get.adobe.com/reader/otherversions/.
Additionally, please ensure that you are able to save your responses before you complete the entire survey.

Part I -- Basic Supply Chain Characteristics
This section asks some basic questions about characteristics of your supply chain that may be
relevant for understanding GDST implementation opportunities and challenges. You should be able to
complete these questions with internal support from those who are familiar with your suppliers and
supply chain management.
1. Which of the following best describes your company’s control of your supply chain across all of your
seafood products?
We own or fully control our entire supply chain for all products back to the point of primary production (including owning all
vessels or farms+feed).
We own or fully control most of our supply chain back to the point of primary production (vessels or farms/feed), but some of
our inputs are sourced from independent producers or processors.
We own or fully control a part of our supply chain back to the point of primary production (vessels or farms/feed), but most of
our inputs are sourced from independent producers or processors.
We purchase all of our inputs from independent producers or processors.
Not applicable

2. Within your own facilities and your wholly-owned or controlled supply chain, which of the following
processes does your company perform? (check all that apply)
Catching (wild harvest fishing)

Aggregation of product batches/lots

On vessel processing

Disaggregation of product batches/lots

Transshipment at sea

Shipping/Receiving

Landing

Processing

Hatching

None apply

Aquaculture farming

3. How many external suppliers do you purchase from directly (i.e., how many "tier 1" suppliers do you have)?
Zero -- we completely own our entire supply chain

31-50

1-10

51-100

11-20

More than 100

21-30

4. Do you purchase products directly from fishing vessels?
Yes
No

Comments

5. Do you purchase products directly from aquaculture farms?
Yes
No
Comments

6. Do you purchase products directly from aquaculture feed producers that use wild-harvest products as
inputs to their feed production?
Yes
No
Not applicable
Comments

7. What portion of the seafood materials you receive as inputs into your facilities originate with a large
number of small-scale producers (e.g., small vessels or small farms)?
All

A few

Most

None

Some

Don’t know

8. What portion of your products can you trace back to the level of primary production at each of the following
levels of aggregation (i.e., in a trace back, at what level of specificity could you identify the primary
producers)? (please complete all five rows)
None
Back to individual
vessels/farms
Back to sets of ten or
fewer vessels/farms
Back to sets of 25 or
fewer vessels/farms
Back to sets of 50 or
fewer vessels/farms
Back to sets of more
than 50 vessels/farms
Comments:

1-20%

21-40%

41-60%

61-80%

81-99%

All (100%)

9. How variable is the complexity (number of tiers, total number of suppliers) of your supply chain across your
product types?
Our supply chain has roughly the same level of complexity across all our product types.
Some of our product types have complex supply chains, others have much simpler supply chains.
Don't Know

Comments:

10. What portion of the seafood materials you receive as inputs into your facilities come:
All

Most

Some

A few

None

Directly from vessels or
farms
Through one
intermediate tier of
processors/suppliers
Through two
intermediate tiers of
processors/suppliers
Through three or more
intermediate tiers of
processors/suppliers
Through an unknown
number of intermediate
tiers of
processors/suppliers
Comments

11. What portion of the seafood materials you receive as inputs into your facilities come from fisheries where
transshipment takes place before landing?
All

None

Most

Don’t know

Some

Not applicable

A few

12. How well do you know the identity of your suppliers? For each tier in your supply chain beyond your
immediate (Tier 1) suppliers, state the portion for which you know the exact identities of the
suppliers/processors:

All
Intermediate Tier 2
processors/suppliers
Intermediate Tier 3
processors/suppliers
Intermediate Beyond
Tier 3
processors/suppliers
Vessels / Farms
Feed producers (for
aquaculture products)
Comments

Most

Some

A few

None

Not Applicable
(we have no
intermediate
suppliers at this
tier)

Part II -- Questions for Retailers
This section consists of a subset of questions that are specific to the retail sector of the seafood
industry. Please skip this section if it does not apply to your company.
13. How is new inventory received and entered by your Warehouse Management System?
(check all that apply)
Manually entered bill of lading or supplier invoice
Scanned via barcode (EPCIS)
Entered when purchase order is issued and then verified upon receipt
Housed in third-party warehouse with little visibility into that process

14. Do you use an approved vendor list that is vetted against a set of standard requirements? (third-party
audits, traceability information, etc.)
Yes
No

15. Do you ever go outside of your buying network with RFP bids on large purchases?
Yes
No

16. Are unique identifiers (barcodes, QR codes, RFID tags, GS1 data bars) used to manage inventory at
warehouse facilities?
Yes
No

17. Does your company store product owned at a third-party cold storage facility?
Yes
No

18. If third-party warehouse storage is used, does your company receive digitized inventory?
Yes
No

19. Can third-party warehouse information be digitally transferred into your company’s ERP system?
Yes
No

20. Do regional stores make local seafood purchases from independent vendors outside the corporate buying
structure?
Yes
No

21. Is seafood purchasing done by a designated buyer specifically for that category?
Yes
No

22. Are your private-label products always packed by the same company?
Yes
No
No private label in seafood; packer label only

23. Do you have visibility into the actual processor who packs product under your label and access to their
third-party audits?
Yes
No

24. Does your warehouse ERP system integrate with your store POS systems?
Yes
No

25. Which of the following processes does your company have control of?
Trucking
Warehouse distribution
Frozen storage of non-shelved inventory
None of the above

Part III -- Current Traceability Systems
This section asks some basic questions about your company’s current traceability technology and
practices. It requires gathering information from persons with good technical knowledge about your IT
and data management systems.
26. Do you have an in-house IT team?
Yes
No

27. Has your in-house IT team designed/operated digital traceability?
Yes
No
N/A (we don't have an in-house IT team)

Comments:

28. Do you have an external traceability service provider or vendor who assists with your traceability?
Yes
No
Comments:

29. How many of your direct (Tier 1) suppliers provide you with product/traceability information in digital form?
(Please provide a number or, if you have a large number of suppliers, you can provide an estimate or a range).
Approximate number of
your suppliers providing
traceability information
digitally
Approximate percentage of
your suppliers providing
traceability information
digitally
Comments:

30. For those suppliers that provide information in digital form, what digital format(s) do they use to transmit
information to you?
(if you receive data in more than one format, check all that apply)
XML/EPCIS

EDI

CSV spreadsheets

PDF documents

JSON

Don't know

Other XML
Other (please specify)

31. For those suppliers that provide traceability data in digital form, what methods of electronic record-sharing
do they use to share the data with you? (check all that apply)
HTTP API

FTP

Web Portal

AS2/EDI

Email

Don't know

Other (please specify)

32. Which of the following do you use to receive digital traceability data from your suppliers? (check all that
apply)
Direct interaction with supplier computers/servers.

Emailing spreadsheets or data files

Third-party repository or cloud storage (other than blockchain)
to which your suppliers upload data.

Don't know

Blockchain to which your suppliers upload data.
Other (please specify)

33. Do you provide digital product data to your customers?
Yes
No

Comment:

34. What data format(s) do you use to provide data to your customers?
(if you receive data in more than one format, check all that apply)
XML/EPCIS

EDI

CSV spreadsheets

PDF documents

JSON

Other

Other XML

35. What methods of electronic record-sharing do you use to share digital traceability data with your
customers? (check all that apply)
HTTP API

FTP

Web Portal

AS2/EDI

Email

Don't know

Other (please specify)

36. Which of the following types of data storage systems do you use to provide digital traceability data to your
customers? (check all that apply)
Direct interaction with customer computers/servers.

Emailing spreadsheets or data files

Third-party repository or cloud storage (other than blockchain)
to which your customers have access.

None of the above.
Not applicable

Blockchain to which your customers have access.
Comments:

37. Do you have an ERP system?
Yes
No

38. Does your ERP system receive data from or provide data to your traceability system?
Yes
No
Not Applicable (we don't have an ERP system)

Comments

39. Are all your facilities using the same ERP system?
Yes
No (If "No", please use comment box below to indicate number of ERP systems in use across your facilities)
Not Applicable (we don't have an ERP system)
Comments:

40. Do you currently mark products with a processing lot or batch code?
Always

Rarely

Usually

Never

Sometimes

Don't know

41. Do you use GS1 bar codes for any of the following (check all that apply)
On pallets/cases for Internal inventory management
On cases of finished product for shipment
On retail-ready product units for shipment
Don't know
Other (please specify)

42. Do you use GS1 identifiers other than bar codes (e.g., GTINs) for any of the following:
QR Codes
RFID Tags
Data Bar
Don’t Know
Other (please specify)

Part IV -- Key Data Elements
This section asks three sets of questions about the GDST KDEs in your supply chain. First, we ask
which KDEs you currently receive from your suppliers, then which KDEs you believe are collected by
your suppliers but not transferred to you, and finally which KDEs you transmit to your customers.

Please refer to the GDST standards documentation for explanations of these KDEs.
43. Wild Capture KDEs you receive -- Which of the following GDST Key Data Elements do you currently
receive, and for how many of your main input types? (By "input types" we mean, e.g., species (such as
"skipjack tuna") or species/intermediate product (such as "skipjack tuna loins" or "skipjack tuna H&G"))?
(check all that apply -- you can check more than one answer per row, to indicate a mix of digital and
paper-based data)
Received
digitally for all
products
Item / SKU / UPC / GTIN
Weight / Quantity
Vessel Name
Vessel Registration
Unique Vessel
Identification
Vessel Flag
Vessel Trip Dates
Date(s) of Capture
Gear Type
Fishing Authorization
Availability of Catch
Coordinates
Satellite Vessel Tracking
Authority
Catch Area (FAO Area)
Catch Area (EEZ)
Catch Area (RFMO area)
Catch Area (Subnational permit area)
Species
Product Form

Received on
paper or PDF for
all products

Received
Received on
digitally for for paper or PDF for Never received Never received
some products some products
digitally
on paper or PDF

Received
digitally for all
products
Transshipment Location
Dates of Transshipsment
Transshipment Vessel
Name
Transshipment Vessel
Unique Vessel
Identifcation
Landing Location
Dates of Landing
Expiry / Production date
Production Method
Product Origin
Harvest Certification
Harvest Certification
Chain of Custody
Fishery Improvement
Project
Transshipment Vessel
Flag
Transshipment Vessel
Registration
Landing Authorization
Public Vessel Registry
Hyperlink
Transshipment
Authorization
Existance of Human
Welfare Policy
Human Welfare Policy
Standards
Comments

Received on
paper or PDF for
all products

Received
Received on
digitally for for paper or PDF for Never received Never received
some products some products
digitally
on paper or PDF

44. Aquaculture KDEs you receive -- Which of the following GDST Key Data Elements do you currently
receive, and for how many of your main input types (e.g., species or species/intermediate product)?
(please refer to GDST standards documentation for explanations of these KDEs)
(please check all that apply -- you can check more than one answer per row, to indicate a mix of digital
and paper-based data)
Received
digitally for all
products
Item / SKU / UPC / GTIN
Weight / Quantity
Species
Feed Manufacturer
(Organization)
Location name
Location ID
Location Country
Location GeoCoordinates
Harvest date per tank
Source of broodstock
Certification
Certification Chain of
Custody
Source of protein
Farm Site Name
Date of Harvest
Farming method
Product Form
Production date
Product Origin
Aggregator Name
Aggregator ID/License
Existance of Human
Welfare Policy

Received on
paper or PDF for
all products

Received
Received on
digitally for for paper or PDF for Never received Never received
some products some products
digitally
on paper or PDF

Received
digitally for all
products
Human Welfare Policy
Standards
Comments

Received on
paper or PDF for
all products

Received
Received on
digitally for for paper or PDF for Never received Never received
some products some products
digitally
on paper or PDF

45. Wild Capture KDEs collected by your suppliers but not delivered to you -- For those GDST Key Data
Elements that you do not receive, please indicate which ones you believe are being collected by the
producers or primary processors of your inputs, and in what form.
(please check all that apply -- you can check more than one answer per row, to indicate a mix of digital
and paper-based data)

Collected digitally
for all products
Item / SKU / UPC / GTIN
Weight / Quantity
Vessel Name
Vessel Registration
Unique Vessel
Identification
Vessel Flag
Vessel Trip Dates
Date(s) of Capture
Gear Type
Fishing Authorization
Availability of Catch
Coordinates
Satellite Vessel Tracking
Authority
Catch Area (FAO Area)
Catch Area (EEZ)
Catch Area (RFMO area)
Catch Area (Sub-national
permit area)
Species
Product Form
Transshipment Location
Dates of Transshipsment
Transshipment Vessel
Name
Transshipment Vessel
Unique Vessel
Identifcation

Collected on paper
or PDF for all
products

Collected digitally
for for some
products

Collected on paper
or PDF for some
products

Not Applicable -- We
receive this data
(see answers to
Q31)

Collected digitally
for all products
Landing Location
Dates of Landing
Expiry / Production date
Production Method
Product Origin
Harvest Certification
Harvest Certification
Chain of Custody
Fishery Improvement
Project
Transshipment Vessel
Flag
Transshipment Vessel
Registration
Landing Authorization
Public Vessel Registry
Hyperlink
Transshipment
Authorization
Existance of Human
Welfare Policy
Human Welfare Policy
Standards
Comments

Collected on paper
or PDF for all
products

Collected digitally
for for some
products

Collected on paper
or PDF for some
products

Not Applicable -- We
receive this data
(see answers to
Q31)

46. Aquaculture KDEs collected by your suppliers but not delivered to you -- For those GDST Key Data
Elements that you do not receive, please indicate which ones you believe are being collected by the
producers or primary processors of your inputs, and in what form.
(please check all that apply -- you can check more than one answer per row, to indicate a mix of digital
and paper-based data)
Collected on
Collected
Collected on
Collected
paper or PDF digitally for for paper or PDF
digitally for all
for all
some
for some
products
products
products
products
Item / SKU / UPC / GTIN
Weight / Quantity
Species
Feed Manufacturer
(Organization)
Location name
Location ID
Location Country
Location GeoCoordinates
Harvest date per tank
Source of broodstock
Certification
Certification Chain of
Custody
Source of protein
Farm Site Name
Date of Harvest
Farming method
Product Form
Production date
Product Origin
Aggregator Name
Aggregator ID/License
Existance of Human
Welfare Policy

Never
collected
digitally

Not Applicable
-- we receive
Never
this data (see
collected on
answers to
paper or PDF
Q32)

Collected on
Collected
Collected on
Collected
paper or PDF digitally for for paper or PDF
digitally for all
for all
some
for some
products
products
products
products
Human Welfare Policy
Standards
Comments

Never
collected
digitally

Not Applicable
-- we receive
Never
this data (see
collected on
answers to
paper or PDF
Q32)

47. Wild Capture KDEs requested by your customers -- Which of the following GDST Key Data Elements
do you currently transmit to your customers, and how do you transmit them?
(check all that apply -- you can check more than one answer per row, to indicate a mix of digital and
paper-based data)
Transmitted
digitally for all
products
Item / SKU / UPC / GTIN
Weight / Quantity
Vessel Name
Vessel Registration
Unique Vessel
Identification
Vessel Flag
Vessel Trip Dates
Date(s) of Capture
Gear Type
Fishing Authorization
Availability of Catch
Coordinates
Satellite Vessel Tracking
Authority
Catch Area (FAO Area)
Catch Area (EEZ)
Catch Area (RFMO area)
Catch Area (Subnational permit area)
Species
Product Form
Transshipment Location
Dates of Transshipsment
Transshipment Vessel
Name
Transshipment Vessel
Unique Vessel
Identifcation
Landing Location

Transmitted on
paper or PDF for
all products

Transmitted
Transmitted on
digitally for for paper or PDF for
some products some products

Never
transmitted
digitally

Never
transmitted on
paper or PDF

Transmitted
digitally for all
products
Dates of Landing
Expiry / Production date
Production Method
Product Origin
Harvest Certification
Harvest Certification
Chain of Custody
Fishery Improvement
Project
Transshipment Vessel
Flag
Transshipment Vessel
Registration
Landing Authorization
Public Vessel Registry
Hyperlink
Transshipment
Authorization
Existance of Human
Welfare Policy
Human Welfare Policy
Standards
Comments

Transmitted on
paper or PDF for
all products

Transmitted
Transmitted on
digitally for for paper or PDF for
some products some products

Never
transmitted
digitally

Never
transmitted on
paper or PDF

48. Aquaculture KDEs requested by your customers -- Which of the following GDST Key Data Elements
do you currently transmit to your customers, and how do you transmit them?
(please check all that apply -- you can check more than one answer per row, to indicate a mix of digital
and paper-based data)
Transmitted
digitally for all
products
Item / SKU / UPC / GTIN
Weight / Quantity
Species
Feed Manufacturer
(Organization)
Location name
Location ID
Location Country
Location GeoCoordinates
Harvest date per tank
Source of broodstock
Certification
Certification Chain of
Custody
Source of protein
Farm Site Name
Date of Harvest
Farming method
Product Form
Production date
Product Origin
Aggregator Name
Aggregator ID/License
Existance of Human
Welfare Policy
Human Welfare Policy
Standards
Comments

Transmitted on
paper or PDF for
all products

Transmitted
Transmitted on
digitally for for paper or PDF for
some products some products

Never
transmitted
digitally

Never
transmitted on
paper or PDF

Part V -- Goals, Opportunities, & Challenges
This section is intended to help you organize thinking within your company about key goals,
opportunities, or pain points you are experiencing with your current traceability systems or may
experience when implementing GDST standards.
49. Which of the following are required or strongly preferred by your customers?
Required by all customers for all
products

Required by some customers or for
some products

Not currently required by any
customers for any products

Third-party certifications
for quality (e.g., BAP,
BRC, ISO, etc.)
Third-party sustainability
rating/certifications
Transmission to
customer of full
traceability data back to
vessel/farm level
Collection and storage
by my company (but not
routine transmission) of
full traceability data back
to vessel/farm level
Demonstration of ability
to respond to recalls
(e.g., via mock recall
exercises)
Comments

50. Do you think the demand for traceability from your customers is likely to stay the same as it is currently, or
is demand for traceability likely to increase or decrease in the next several years?
Likely to stay the same
Likely to increase
Likely to decrease
Comments

51. Do you think regulatory requirements for traceability are likely to stay the same as they are currently, or
are they likely to increase or decrease in the next several years?
Likely to stay the same
Likely to increase
Likely to decrease
Comments

52. Please rate the following problems or obstacles you face in improving or modernizing your traceability
systems.
A very serious
problem
Getting digital data from
producers
(vessels/farms)
Getting digital data from
primary processors
Governments are failing
to ensure good data
collection
Some of our
intermediate suppliers
won't reveal information
about their suppliers.
The cost of traceability
systems is too high
We don't have the
technical capacity to
solve our traceability
problems
There is still confusion
over what data is
needed or demanded by
our customers
We face multiple and
inconsistent regulatory
requirements for data in
our various market
countries

A serious problem

A moderate problem

A problem, but not a
priority

Not a problem

53. Please rate each of the following to show the market drivers that influence your traceability policies and
practices
Very strong motive for
traceability
Current
customers
demand
traceability
Access to
new markets
/ new
customers
Regulatory
compliance
Certification
compliance
FIP/AIP
requirements
Mitigate risk
(e.g., against
illegal
production
practices)
Protect
brand
integrity
(e.g., avoid
fraud)
Help combat
illegal fishing
Required for
liability
insurance
Comments

Strong motive for
traceability

Moderate motive for
traceability

A slight motive for
traceability

Not a motive for
traceability

54. Please rate the following goals of your company for the future improvement or modernization of your
traceability systems? (please assign a rating to all rows)
Very high priority
Fully digitizing our
internal operations
Integrating systems
across our multiple
facilities or subsidiaries
Digitizing our supply
base back to primary
processors
Digitizing our supply
base back to producers
(vessels and/or farms)
Fully digitizing data
transferred to our
customers
Reducing risk from
illegal production
activities
Reducing risk from labor
or human rights abuses
Increasing ability to
deliver sustainably
sourced products
Reducing costs of
regulatory compliance
Making the information
we receive from
suppliers more verifiable
Improving production
efficiencies and/or
inventory management
in our facilities
Improving our supply
chain management
through greater visibility
into our supply chains
Increasing or
maintaining access to
markets demanding
traceability
Increasing options and
flexibility in choosing our
suppliers

High Priority

Medium Priority

Low Priority

Not a goal

Very high priority

Increasing flexibility for
selection of traceability
solution vendors
Ensuring our traceability
systems are evolving
with industry trends
Providing traceability
information to customers
at the point of final sale
Other (please specify)

High Priority

Medium Priority

Low Priority

Not a goal

55. Please rate each of the following opportunities you see emerging in the next 1-3 years for improving or
modernizing your traceability systems:
Important and very
likely
Increased uptake of
digital solutions by our
suppliers is already
happening in significant
parts of our supply base.
Improved government
regulation in countries
where we source is likely
to increase data
availability and reliability
in significant parts of our
supply base.
Improved government
regulation in countries
where we import is likely
to lead to improvements
in our internal as well as
suppliers’ traceability
systems.
There will be growing
opportunities to gain
customers and markets
that place high value on
the traceability of our
products.
Other (please specify)

Important but less
likely

Moderately
important or likely

Could emerge as an
opportunity

Not likely or
meaningful as an
opportunity

Congratulations, you reached the end of this survey!
If you have any questions, please contact the GDST Secretariat at
info@traceability-dialogue.org .

Thank you!

